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Concussion and Traumatic Encephalopathy is a
ground breaking text that offers neurologists,
neuropsychologists, psychologists, and physiatrists
the first comprehensive reconceptualization of
concussive brain injury in 100 years. During the
twentieth century, progress in understanding
concussion was hamstrung by resistance to the
observation that many survivors suffer long-term
sequelae, and by the lack of advanced neuroimaging
technologies. As a result, the potentially immense
impact of concussion on global health was largely
overlooked. The last decade has witnessed a
dramatic renaissance in concussion science. We are
just beginning to fathom the implications for society.
Informed by twenty-first century advances, this new
text updates the definition, epidemiology,
pathophysiology, late effects, and promising
therapies for concussion. Multiple experts have
collaborated to summarize the latest scientific
evidence in an engaging way and provide the reader
with the first paradigm shifting textbook of this new
era.
The Mediterranean Diet: An Evidence-Based
Approach, Second Edition provides authoritative
material on the many facets surrounding the
complex interrelationships between diet, nutrition,
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health and well-being. The book discusses historical,
cultural and scientific foundations, with chapters
delving into nutritional adequacy, agricultural
practices, food culture, mortality, quality of life,
children and adolescents, behavior, cardiovascular
diseases, diet quality, nutritional knowledge, nuts,
minerals, olive oil, hydroxytyrosol, water, antioxidant
nutritional status, ketogenics, adiposity, metabolic
syndrome, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular risk,
nutrigenetics, epigenetics, the link between
epigenetics and pregnancy, gene polymorphisms
bone health, insulin signaling inflammatory gene
expression, and more. Provides supportive evidence
to embrace a holistic approach in understanding the
Mediterranean diet, from the cell to the well-being of
geographical populations Addresses concepts,
overviews, components of the diet, and medical,
health and nutritional aspects Contains coverage of
emerging fields of diet science and important
discoveries relating to diet and nutrition
This greatly expanded third edition provides a
comprehensive overview of clinical
psychopharmacology, incorporating the major
advances in the field since the previous edition's
publication. Renowned experts from psychiatry,
pharmacy, and nursing have integrated basic
science, psychopharmacology, and clinical practice
throughout the book in order to provide a thorough
basis for prescribing. It covers all key psychiatric
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drugs and disorders and includes the latest data on
efficacy, safety and tolerability. Adopting a pragmatic
approach to drug nomenclature, both Neurosciencebased Nomenclature (NbN) and older generic
terminology are included in the text reflecting that
clinicians are likely to use both systems. Many
chapters refer to current National Institute of Health
and Care Excellence (NICE) guidelines, making this
a crucial resource. Edited by leading authorities in
the field, Professor Peter M. Haddad and Professor
David J. Nutt, Seminars in Clinical
Psychopharmacology emphasises evidence-based
prescribing with the aim of achieving better clinical
outcomes for patients.
Challenging theoretical and conceptual orthodoxies,
this book presents interdisciplinary thinking and
critical perspectives on childhood and youth, to
address the emerging consensus that boundaries
between childhood, youth and adulthood are blurred.
This book offers a comprehensive review of basic
and clinical research on Varicella-zoster Virus, the
only human herpesvirus for which vaccines to
prevent both primary and recurrent infection are
approved.
Physical Fitness/sports MedicineA Publication of the
President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports
Inclusive Technology Enhanced Learning draws together
a remarkable breadth of research findings from across
the field, providing useful data on the power of
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technology to solve cognitive, physical, emotional or
geographic challenges in education. A far-ranging
assessment, this book combines research, policy, and
practical evidence to show what digital technologies work
best for which learners and why. Inclusive Technology
Enhanced Learning takes a number of unique
perspectives, looking at uses of digital technologies
through a detailed learning framework; considering
different groups of users and how they can be
individually supported through digital technologies; and
exploring how those who support different categories of
learners can apply technologies to their specific support
needs. This powerful meta-analysis of research on
technology enhanced learning will be invaluable reading
for anyone concerned with the impacts of digital
technologies on learning across subject areas, age
ranges, and levels of ability.
This book presents a detailed and updated review of the
widespread changes that take place during adolescence,
adopting a preventive perspective that reflects physical,
social, cognitive, and emotional changes. It addresses a
broad range of aspects, including: the preventive
programs and their systemic effects; the role of
environment in influencing the healthy behaviors of
adolescents and young adults; the use of e-Health
technology in health and behavioral interventions for
adolescents; and the clinical and prognostic implications
of primordial prevention in healthy adolescents. All of
these elements are subsequently reviewed using a
multidimensional approach, in order to offer extensive
information on the complex changes that characterize
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adolescents’ physiological, psychological, and
neurobiological development. In addition, the book
depicts the preventive strategies currently used in
various social settings (school, family, sport club, health
policies) aimed not only at reducing lifestyle risk
behaviors, but also at improving resilience, happiness,
social involvement, self-esteem, and sociability. This
update is essential in the light of the fact that, to date,
prevention has mainly been directed towards
adolescents with physical or mental disorders rather than
their healthy peers. As such, the book offers a valuable
tool for pediatricians, child and adolescents psychiatrists,
and for all professionals involved in Health Promotion
and Disease Prevention.
Consists of citations selected from those contained in the
National Library of Medicine's Medical Literature
Analysis and Retrieval System.
This volume contains the proceedings of the XIX
International Colloquium on Mechanical Fatigue of
Metals, held at the Faculty of Engineering of the
University of Porto, Portugal, 5-7 September 2018. This
International Colloquium facilitated and encouraged the
exchange of knowledge and experiences among the
different communities involved in both basic and applied
research in the field of the fatigue of metals, looking at
the problem of fatigue exploring analytical and numerical
simulative approaches. Fatigue damage represents one
of the most important types of damage to which
structural materials are subjected in normal industrial
services that can finally result in a sudden and
unexpected abrupt fracture. Since metal alloys are still
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today the most used materials in designing the majority
of components and structures able to carry the highest
service loads, the study of the different aspects of metals
fatigue attracts permanent attention of scientists,
engineers and designers.
Information and communication technologies can provide
new paradigms in healthcare provision. In particular, new
Pervasive Healthcare technologies can revolutionise the
dynamics of healthcare, enabling people to remain at
home for longer, at lower costs to health and welfare
organisations. This book reveals how pervasive
healthcare technologies can be designed in conjunction
with users and carers, as well as exploring the
application of novel methods and technologies.
Der Adipositas-Spezialist Prof. Alfred Wirth faßt die
neuesten, wissenschaftlich fundierten Kenntnisse in dem
gesamten Bereich der Adipositas zusammen. =>
Multidisziplinär und kompakt Alle Aspekte, die für die
Entwicklung, Diagnostik und Therapie der Adipositas
wesentlich sind. => Praxisorientiert und übersichtlich Klar
strukturierte Informationen, die Wesentliches auf einen
Blick erschließen und sich direkt in die
Behandlungspraxis umsetzen lassen. => Aktualisierte
und erweiterte Neuauflage Komplett überarbeitet:
Genetik, Epidemiologie, medikamentöse Therapie und
Behandlung von Kindern und Jugendlichen. Die
Information nach Maß für Ärzte in Klinik und Praxis,
Ernährungsfachkräfte, klinische Psychologen,
Bewegungstherapeuten und Kursleiter.
The exercise program is a collaboration between a certified
personal trainer, David Zid, a nurse, Jackie Russell and an
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orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Thomas Mallory, who retired due to
Parkinson's disease. The idea was sparked when Dr. Mallory
discovered that a daily exercise routine created for him by Zid
seemed to dramatically improve his symptoms. The result
was a book detailing a fitness plan for Parkinson's patients at
every stage of the disease. The 70 page spiral bound book
lays flat enabling the person to easily consult each
Parkinson's specific exercise which is illustrated in full color
with a detailed description on how to perform the exercise.
Emphasis is placed on activities of daily living that frequently
become a challenge to those with Parkinson's, such as rising
from a chair or moving around in crowds. The program is well
thought out and works the entire body.
Identifies upward trend in cigar use as potential serious public
health problem.
Provides a case-based approach to clinical exercise practice
for students and therapists delivering exercise as therapy and
is the first text of its kind focusing on clinical exercise service
delivery. Cameron, Australian Catholic University; Selig &
Hemphill, Victoria University, Australia.
Following an introductory overview, Hyperthermia In Cancer
Treatment: A Primer comprehensively describes the
biological reasons for associating hyperthermia with radiation
and chemotherapy and the biological and clinical effects of
hyperthermia on cancerous and normal tissues. The
volume’s 20 chapters are arranged in three principal parts:
physical and methodological studies, biologic principles, and
clinical studies.
This book examines the basic cellular and molecular
mechanisms associated with aging. It comprehensively
describes the genetic, epigenetic, biochemical and metabolic
regulation of aging, as well as some important age-related
diseases. Divided into two major sections, it takes readers
through the various aspects of aging in a story-like manner
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and suggests various interventions for healthy aging, such as
dietary restriction, regular exercise, nutrition and maintaining
a balanced and a non-stressful lifestyle. It describes the
implications of aging on the nervous system, metabolism,
immunity and stem cells as well as care for the elderly. The
book is an ideal companion for both new and established
researchers in the field and is also useful for educators,
clinicians and policy makers.
Each day, nearly 60 Americans receive a transplanted kidney,
liver, or other organ-a literal "second chance at life"-but 11
others die waiting for an organ transplant. The number of
donors, although rising, is not growing fast enough to meet
the increasing demand. Intended to improve the current
system of organ procurement and allocation, the "Final Rule,"
a 1998 regulation issued by the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, sparked further controversy with its
attempts to eliminate the apparent geographic disparities in
the time an individual must wait for an organ. This book
assesses the potential impact of the Final Rule on organ
transplantation. It also presents new, original analyses of
data, and assesses medical practices, social and economic
observations, and other information on: access to
transplantation services for low-income populations and racial
and ethnic minority groups; organ donation rates; waiting
times for transplantation; patient survival rates and organ
failure rates leading to retransplantation; and cost of organ
transplantation services.

The podocyte is a key cell that forms the last barrier of
the kidney filtration unit. One of the most exciting
developments in the field of nephrology in the last
decade has been the elucidation of its biology and its
role in the pathophysiology of inherited and acquired
glomerular disease, termed podocytopathy. In this
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publication, world-renowned experts summarize the most
recent findings and advances in the field: they describe
the unique biological features and injury mechanisms of
the podocyte, novel techniques used in their study, and
diagnosis and potential therapeutic approaches to
glomerular diseases. Due to its broad scope, this
publication is of great value not only for clinical
nephrologists and researchers, but also for students,
residents, fellows, and postdocs.
This book brings together most up-to-date information on
different aspects of brain aging and on the strategies for
intervention and therapy of age-related brain disorders. It
includes 18 chapters by leading researchers, and each
chapter is a comprehensive and critical review of the
topic in question, discusses the current scenario and
focuses on future perspectives. The target readership is
the undergraduate and graduate students in the
universities, in medical and nursing colleges, along with
the post-graduate researchers and practicing clinicians
who would like to know about the latest developments in
the field of neurodegenerative disorders and their
therapeutic interventions. This book will be of much
interest to pharmaceutical, nutrition and healthcare
industry for an easy access to accurate and reliable
information in the field of aging research and
intervention.
In the past decade, few subjects at the intersection of
medicine and sports have generated as much public
interest as sports-related concussions - especially
among youth. Despite growing awareness of sportsrelated concussions and campaigns to educate athletes,
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coaches, physicians, and parents of young athletes
about concussion recognition and management,
confusion and controversy persist in many areas.
Currently, diagnosis is based primarily on the symptoms
reported by the individual rather than on objective
diagnostic markers, and there is little empirical evidence
for the optimal degree and duration of physical rest
needed to promote recovery or the best timing and
approach for returning to full physical activity. SportsRelated Concussions in Youth: Improving the Science,
Changing the Culture reviews the science of sportsrelated concussions in youth from elementary school
through young adulthood, as well as in military personnel
and their dependents. This report recommends actions
that can be taken by a range of audiences - including
research funding agencies, legislatures, state and school
superintendents and athletic directors, military
organizations, and equipment manufacturers, as well as
youth who participate in sports and their parents - to
improve what is known about concussions and to reduce
their occurrence. Sports-Related Concussions in Youth
finds that while some studies provide useful information,
much remains unknown about the extent of concussions
in youth; how to diagnose, manage, and prevent
concussions; and the short- and long-term
consequences of concussions as well as repetitive head
impacts that do not result in concussion symptoms. The
culture of sports negatively influences athletes' selfreporting of concussion symptoms and their adherence
to return-to-play guidance. Athletes, their teammates,
and, in some cases, coaches and parents may not fully
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appreciate the health threats posed by concussions.
Similarly, military recruits are immersed in a culture that
includes devotion to duty and service before self, and the
critical nature of concussions may often go unheeded.
According to Sports-Related Concussions in Youth, if the
youth sports community can adopt the belief that
concussions are serious injuries and emphasize care for
players with concussions until they are fully recovered,
then the culture in which these athletes perform and
compete will become much safer. Improving
understanding of the extent, causes, effects, and
prevention of sports-related concussions is vitally
important for the health and well-being of youth athletes.
The findings and recommendations in this report set a
direction for research to reach this goal.
With rates of obesity soaring to epidemic proportions,
this reference strives to unearth new treatment regimens
and pharmaceuticals for the prevention and treatment of
obesity. Offering the latest recommendations and
research from the most respected leaders in the field, the
Second Edition compiles the most noteworthy studies on
the evaluation and management of obese patients.
The interaction of immune function and nutrition
underlies the low-grade chronic inflammation involved in
the etiology of many common obesity-associated and
age-related chronic disease conditions. This close
interaction is the genesis of the term immunonutrition,
which represents a new interdisciplinary field of
nutritional and medical research. Immunonutrition:
Interactions of Diet, Genetics, and Inflammation
introduces the breadth of this field, which implicates
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nutrition in both immune function and in the etiology,
prevention, and treatment of common diseases
influenced by inflammation and immune imbalance,
including obesity, diabetes, heart disease, asthma,
autoimmune diseases, and common forms of cancer.
The book begins by reviewing the basic mechanisms of
immunity and cellular mechanisms of cytokine activation.
It discusses the effects of dietary fat intake and changes
in Western diet and lifestyle linked to inflammation. It
also describes the interaction of genetics and
environment in the modulation of immune function and
inflammation, and addresses exercise and skeletal
muscle as an endocrine and immune organ. The book
reviews the entire spectrum of inflammation and cancer
from causation to its role in tumor therapy. It examines
abdominal obesity and metabolic diseases, interactions
between nutrition and autoimmunity in systemic lupus
erythematosus and rheumatoid arthritis, and
inflammation associated with type 2 diabetes, heart
disease, kidney disease, Alzheimer’s disease, and
asthma. Considering potential nutrition-based
treatments, the book explores approaches for reducing
abdominal obesity, anti-inflammatory effects of
phytochemicals, practical strategies for increasing fruit
and vegetable intake, and anti-inflammatory properties of
spice phytonutrients. In addition, it explores how
uninformed food choices related to fats and oils create a
balance of tissue-selective signals that produce harmful
health outcomes and how to restore a healthy balance.
Minimize risk for every surgery-bound patient with this
concise, high-yield clinical reference With new surgical
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advances and innovations, more older, sicker, higher-risk
patients are undergoing surgery. Expertly assessing and
managing patients with comorbidities who are
undergoing surgical procedures is an absolutely critical
task today—and Decision Making in Perioperative
Medicine: Clinical Pearls will ensure that you make the
right decisions through every step of the process. Which
risk calculator should you use? How long should you
delay surgery after percutaneous coronary intervention?
Should the patient continue taking aspirin? How long
before surgery should you stop a direct-acting oral
anticoagulant? Decision Making in Perioperative
Medicine: Clinical Pearls answers your questions when it
comes to perioperative care. Filled with algorithms,
tables, and clinical pearls, this practical resource is
organized into three sections: Key takeaways on
preoperative evaluation, testing, anesthesia, and
medication management Expert guidance on evaluating
the effect of comorbidities on surgical outcome and
providing strategies for medical optimization to minimize
risk Review of common postoperative medical
complications and treatment Whether you’re a
hospitalist, internist, family physician, anesthesiologist,
physician assistant, or nurse practitioner, Decision
Making in Perioperative Medicine: Clinical Pearls
provides the evidence-based information and insights
you need to make sure every surgery-bound patient
receives the quality of care and management they
deserve.
Stem cell transplantation may be complicated by
treatment-related mortality and like the immune system
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that it regenerates has equal potential to either create
and preserve or destroy. The dual nature that defines
stem cells is differentiation that ultimately leads to death
and self-renewal, which leads to immortality. What types
of stem cells are there? How are they collected? What
are their attributes and characteristics? This textbook
devotes many chapters to familiarize the reader with the
basic science, clinical aspects, and new questions being
raised in the field of stem cell biology. Blood stem cells
for tolerance and tissue regeneration are a rapidly
developing research and clinical field that is being
applied to autoimmune diseases. In clinical trials,
autologous hematopoietic (blood) stem cells are being
used to reduce the cytopenic interval following intense
immune suppressive transplant regimens. While as yet
not delineated, some possible mechanisms and
pathways leading to tolerance after hematopoietic stem
cell transplantation are suggested in these chapters.
Tissue regeneration from blood stem cells is also
suggested by animal experiments on stem cell plasticity
or metamoirosis (i.e., change in fate) as described within
this textbook. Ongoing early clinical trials on tissue
regeneration from blood stem cells are described in the
chapter on stem cell therapy for cardiac and peripheral
vascular disease. Whether autologous hematopoietic
stem cells, through the process of mobilization and
reinfusion, may be manipulated to contribute to tissue
repair in autoimmune diseases is a future area for
translational research.
Obesity has become the most common chronic disease
of the present day, with significant increases in
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prevalence in populations across the world and all age
groups. This has resulted in a dramatic increase in
obesity-related metabolic and cardiovascular
complications, making it an important public health issue.
Type 2 diabetes associated with obesity or 'diabesity' is
today the most common form of type 2 diabetes. It is
also associated with a number of other cardiovascular
risk factors, which constitute the metabolic syndrome.
Effective management of 'diabesity' is crucial to the
reduction of morbidity and premature mortality due to
cardiovascular disease. This book comprises chapters
written by leading international experts on various
aspects of obesity-related diabetes. As a practical
reference guide, it is suitable for all professionals with an
interest in this field. Emerging problems such as
childhood 'diabesity' and the impact of obesity on
polycystic ovary syndrome will be of interest not only to
paediatricians and endocrinologists, but also to general
practitioners and other healthcare professionals. The
contemporary approach to the clinical assessment of
obesity and its management in both primary and
secondary care settings is also described.
Alteration in adequate energy balance maintenance
results in serious disturbances such as obesity and its
related metabolic disorders. In Mammals, energy
balance is homeostatically controlled through hormonal
and neuroendocrine systems which cooperation is based
on cross-talk between central and peripheral signals.
The hypothalamus as well as peripheral hormones
among which adipokines from adipose tissue and thyroid
hormones play a crucial role in energy homeostasis.
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Unraveling the physiological, cellular and molecular
mechanisms through which hormonal and
neuroendocrine systems regulate energy balance has
been a long-standing challenge in biology and is now
more necessary when considering the world-wide
increasing prevalence of obesity. Indeed, recognizing
and understanding the biochemical and nutrient signaling
pathways contributing to the nervous and endocrine
integration of physiological mechanisms involved in the
normal and/or abnormal regulation of energy balance is
fundamental also to the development of new, effective,
and targeted treatments for obesity. Recent studies have
highlighted the role of hypothalamic proopiomelanocortin-expressing neurons in the regulation of
energy homeostasis by controlling energy expenditure
and food intake. This is accomplished through a precise
balance of production and degradation of a-melanocytestimulating hormone, an anorexigenic neuropeptide
which is degraded to an inactive form unable to inhibit
food intake by the key enzyme prolyl carboxypeptidase
(PRCP), thus suggesting that pharmacologic approaches
targeting PRCP may provide a novel and effective option
for the management of obesity and its associated
metabolic disorders. Indeed, efforts have been made to
generate potent, brain-penetrant PRCP inhibitors.
Weight loss due to negative energy balance is a goal for
obese subjects not always reachable by dietary caloric
restriction or increased physical activity. Lipid-lowering
therapies have been suggested to have potential
benefits, however, the establishment of comprehensive
therapeutic strategies is still awaited. Recently, it has
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been reported that thyroid hormone (TH)- derivatives
such as 3,5-diiodothyronine and 3-iodothyronamine
possess interesting biological activities, opening new
perspectives in thyroid physiology and TH derivatives
therapeutic usage. Moreover, several studies, focusing
on the interaction between thyroid hormone (TH), the
autonomic nervous system and the liver, revealed an
important role for the hypothalamus in the differential
effects of TH on autonomic outflow to peripheral organs
controlling energy balance. This Research Topic aims to
give a comprehensive and integrate view of the factors
involved in the endocrine and neuroendocrine signaling
in energy balance regulation to highlight their
involvement into physiological processes and regulatory
systems as well as their perturbation during pathological
processes.
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